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Cape Storm
IT SUCKS TO BE HER. Living as a succubus has a bit of a learning curve, but with
sexy fallen angel Noah to scratch her sensual Itch, Jackie Brighton is finally starting
to feel ahead of the game. She almost doesn’t miss her gorgeous vampire master
Zane—or his sinful, teasing mouth. She’s trying to convince herself of that,
anyway. But Jackie’s past mistakes catch up with her, spinning her life out of
control once more. Just as her friend Remy’s inner demon comes out to play, Noah
and Jackie are arrested by the angelic Serim Council. When Jackie seizes the
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chance to escape, she falls right into Zane’s waiting arms. As she’s pulled into a
game of cat and mouse between vampires and angels, she finds she must also
choose between the two men in her life. Can she decide between Noah and Zane,
or will she lose everything she’s ever wanted? Because there’s more at stake than
just her heart. . . .

City of Demons
The Dark Swan series by #1 New York Times bestselling author Richelle Mead is
together at last in this complete bundle! Just typical. No love life to speak of for
months, then all at once, every horny creature in the Otherworld wants to get in
your pants Storm Born--Book One Eugenie Markham is a powerful shaman who
does a brisk trade banishing spirits and fey who cross into the mortal world.
Mercenary, yes, but a girl's got to eat. Her most recent case, however, is enough to
ruin her appetite. Hired to find a teenager who has been taken to the Otherworld,
Eugenie comes face to face with a startling prophecy--one that uncovers dark
secrets about her past and claims that Eugenie's first-born will threaten the future
of the world as she knows it. Now Eugenie is a hot target for every ambitious
demon and Otherworldy ne'er-do-well, and the ones who don't want to knock her
up want her dead. She finds formidable allies in Dorian, a seductive fairy king with
a taste for bondage, and Kiyo, a gorgeous shape-shifter who redefines animal
attraction. But with enemies growing bolder and time running out, Eugenie realizes
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that the greatest danger is yet to come, and it lies in the dark powers that are
stirring to life within her Thorn Queen--Book Two Eugenie Markham is paid to bind
and banish creatures from the Otherworld. But after her last battle, she's also
become queen of the Thorn Land. It's hardly an envious life, not with her kingdom
in tatters, her love life in chaos, and Eugenie eager to avoid the prophecy about
her firstborn destroying mankind. And now young girls are disappearing from the
Otherworld, and no one--except Eugenie--seems willing to find out why. Eugenie
has spilled plenty of fey blood in her time, but this enemy is shrewd, subtle, and
nursing a very personal grudge. And the men in her life aren't making things any
easier. Her boyfriend Kiyo is preoccupied with his pregnant ex, and sexy fey king
Dorian always poses a dangerous distraction. With or without their help, Eugenie
must venture deep into the Otherworld and trust in an unpredictable power she
can barely control. Reluctant queen or not, Eugenie has sworn to do her duty--even
if it means facing the darkest--and deadliest--side of her nature Iron
Crowned--Book Three Eugenie Markham is the best at banishing entities
trespassing in the mortal realm. But as the Thorn Land's queen, she's fast running
out of ways to end the brutal war devastating her kingdom. Her only hope: the Iron
Crown, a legendary object even the most powerful gentry fear Who Eugenie can
trust is the hardest part. Fairy king Dorian has his own agenda for aiding her
search. And Kiyo, her shape-shifter ex-boyfriend, has every reason to betray her
along the way. To control the Crown's ever-consuming powers, Eugenie will have to
confront an unimaginable temptation--one that will put her soul and the fate of two
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worlds in mortal peril Shadow Heir--Book Four Eugenie Markham strives to keep
the mortal realm safe from trespassing entities. But as the Thorn Land's prophecyhaunted queen, there's no refuge for her and her soon-to-be-born-children when a
mysterious blight begins to devastate the Otherworld The spell-driven source of
the blight isn't the only challenge to Eugenie's instincts. Fairy king Dorian is
sacrificing everything to help, but Eugenie can't trust the synergy drawing them
back together. The uneasy truce between her and her shape shifter ex-lover Kiyo is
endangered by secrets he can't--or won't--reveal. And as a formidable force rises
to also threaten the human world, Eugenie must use her own cursed fate as a
weapon--and risk the ultimate sacrifice

Succubus Blues
A dark and twisted psychological tale, which Kirkus Reviews called "captivating to
the very end" in a starred review—perfect for fans of I Hunt Killers and Gone Girl.
Max Cantrell has never been a big fan of the truth, so when the opportunity arises
to sell forged permission slips and cover stories to his classmates, it sounds like a
good way to make a little money. So with the help of his friend Preston and his
girlfriend, Parvati, Max starts Liars, Inc. Suddenly everybody needs something, and
the cash starts pouring in. Who knew lying could be so lucrative? When Preston
wants his own cover story to go visit a girl he met online, Max doesn't think twice
about it. But then Preston never comes home. And the evidence starts to pile
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up—terrifying clues that lead to Preston's body. Terrifying clues that point to Max
as the killer….

Succubus Shadows
#1 New York Times bestselling author Richelle Mead returns to the Otherworld, a
mystic land inextricably linked to our own--and balanced precariously on one
woman's desperate courage . . . Shaman-for-hire Eugenie Markham strives to keep
the mortal realm safe from trespassing entities. But as the Thorn Land's prophecyhaunted queen, there's no refuge for her and her soon-to-be-born-children when a
mysterious blight begins to devastate the Otherworld. . . The spell-driven source of
the blight isn't the only challenge to Eugenie's instincts. Fairy king Dorian is
sacrificing everything to help, but Eugenie can't trust the synergy drawing them
back together. The uneasy truce between her and her shape shifter ex-lover Kiyo is
endangered by secrets he can't—or won't—reveal. And as a formidable force rises
to also threaten the human world, Eugenie must use her own cursed fate as a
weapon--and risk the ultimate sacrifice. . . Praise for Richelle Mead's Storm Born. . .
"My kind of book--great characters, dark worlds, and just the right touch of humor.
A great read." —Patricia Briggs, New York Times Bestselling Author

Soundless
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Entering the real world after college often educates one to the true horrors of the
harsh obstacles life has to offer. For Kailey Yates the discoveries are far more
terrifying and dangerous. Two days before she graduated with a degree in
investigative journalism, her brother Vincent is found dead in his swimming pool
with a syringe stuck in his arm. His death is ruled as a suicide, but Kailey doesn't
buy it. She suspects Vincent's new wife Cassie is the one who actually killed him.
Her suspicions are drawn from his rapid health deterioration during his short six
month marriage. During one of her last Skype conversations she had with Vincent,
Kailey's roommate Raven witnesses their conversation and immediately senses
that Vincent is being soul-drained by a succubus. Since Raven is a witch, Kailey has
no doubt about her friend's perception and concludes that Cassie must be the
demon responsible. Kailey leaves Boston and flies to Seattle for her brother's
funeral. While there she investigates the circumstance surrounding his death. She
uncovers dark information that leads her to Nocturnal Trinity, a nightclub in the
heart of Seattle. And worse, the underground club is run by a powerful alliance of
vampires, demons, and witches that wish to protect Cassie at all costs, which
includes killing Kailey or anyone else if necessary.

The Princess and the Prospect
The Selection meets Reign in this dazzling trilogy of interwoven novels about three
girls on a quest for freedom and true love from #1 internationally bestselling
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author Richelle Mead. Mira is not like the other Glittering Court girls. She is a war
refugee, cast out of her home country and thrust into another, where she has
learned to fight against the many injustices around her. For some, the Glittering
Court offers a chance at a life they’ve only ever dreamed of, one of luxury,
glamour, and leisure. But for Mira, it’s simply a means to an end. In the new world,
she plans to earn off her marriage contract price, and finally be free. Mira pitches
herself as an asset to one of the passengers on board the ship: the sardonic and
aloof Grant Elliot, whom she’s discovered is a spy for the prestigious McGraw
Agency—and her ticket to buying her freedom. His cover blown, Grant has little
choice but to take her on. Mira applies herself by day, learning the etiquette and
customs that will help to earn her anonymity. By night, she dons a mask and slips
into the city, fighting injustice and corruption on her own terms—and impressing
Grant with her extraordinary abilities and insights into a brewing rebellion. But the
rebellion isn’t all they’re fighting… Neither of them can ignore the attraction
burning between them—an attraction so powerful, it threatens to unravel
everything Mira’s worked so hard for. With freedom finally within her grasp, can
Mira risk it all for love?

Succubus Heat
Eugenie Markham finds herself having to fend off unsolicited supernatural suitors
when a prophecy removes her from her beloved job as a shaman and makes her
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the Otherworld's most eligible bachelorette.

Succubus Dreams
An Incredible True Story of Survival Audacity and Deception from the Darkest Days
of the Holocaust. December 1944 whilst heavy snows fall over Budapest and
soldiers battle for the streets, Georgina a young Jewish woman, is nearly starving
to death with her new born son. The battle outside is one of the most savage in the
entire war. She knows that go into the streets is virtually a death sentence or rape,
but she must find food within the next few hours or her baby will certainly die. For
Georgina there is no choice. Alone and completely vulnerable she heads out into
the freezing cold. Georgina My Mother's Story is an incredible true story of one
woman's bravery and daring in Hungary during the Holocaust and through the
brutal communist regime beyond. It's the story of a carefree young woman thrust
into the worst tragedy in human history- and emerging triumphant.

Succubus Heat
In S. J. Kincaid's fast-paced and humorous sci-fi Insignia trilogy, the earth is in the
middle of World War III when teen gamer Tom Raines is recruited to train with
other young cadets as a pivotal member of the elite combat corps, the Intrasolar
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Forces. At the Pentagonal Spire's training academy, he makes the best friends of
his life—fellow government weapons-in-training Wyatt Enslow, Vik Ashwan, and
Yuri Sysevich. In this 47-page prequel novella to the series, budding genius Wyatt
Enslow—intensely loyal and hyperintelligent if occasionally, hilariously, socially
awkward—takes center stage as S. J. Kincaid reveals Wyatt's life before she found
her place, and her own inner strength, among her devoted band of friends at the
Spire. Praise for Insignia: "The characters are real, funny, and memorable. You
won't be able to put this book down."—Veronica Roth, New York Times bestselling
author of Divergent Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each
month.

Storm Born
First in a new series from the national bestselling author of Witch Fury. When the
Summer Queen of the fae orders Aislinn Finvarra to act as a guide for a halfincubus who is known to possess dark magick and sexual power, she must protect
not only her heart, but her very life.

Frostbite
From the #1 internationally #1 bestselling author of Vampire Academy and
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Bloodlines series comes a breathtaking new fantasy steeped in Chinese folklore. In
a village without sound . . . For as long as Fei can remember, no one in her village
has been able to hear. Rocky terrain and frequent avalanches make it impossible
to leave the village, so Fei and her people are at the mercy of a zipline that carries
food up the treacherous cliffs from Beiguo, a mysterious faraway kingdom. When
villagers begin to lose their sight, deliveries from the zipline shrink. Many go
hungry. Fei's and all the people she loves are plunged into crisis, with nothing to
look forward to but darkness and starvation. One girl hears a call to action . . . Until
one night, Fei is awoken by a searing noise. Sound becomes her weapon. She sets
out to uncover what's happened to her and to fight the dangers threatening her
village. A handsome miner with a revolutionary spirit accompanies Fei on her
quest, bringing with him new risks and the possibility of romance. They embark on
a majestic journey from the peak of their jagged mountain village to the valley of
Beiguo, where a startling truth will change their lives forever . . . And unlocks a
power that will save her people. 'Wholly original . . . Soundless resonates with the
sort of love and life that only happens in the hands of a master. That Richelle Mead
has perfect pitch shouldn't surprise anyone – yet this story will surprise everyone.'
Margaret Stohl, co-author of the bestselling Beautiful Creatures novels 'A thrilling
mix of taut storytelling, majestic Eastern magic and a richly imagined world.' Alison
Goodman, New York Times bestselling author of Eon and Eona

Thorn Queen
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Love hurts, and no one knows it better than Georgina Kincaid. If she so much as
kisses Seth Mortensen, the shy, sexy writer she's been dating, she'll drain his life
force. Admittedly, the shapeshifting and immortality perks of a succubus are
terrific, but it's completely unfair that a she-demon whose purpose is seduction
can't get down with the one mortal who accepts her for who she is. . . It's not just
her personal life that's in chaos. Doug, Georgina's co-worker at a local bookstore,
has been exhibiting bizarre behavior, and Georgina suspects something far more
demonic than double espressos. She could use an assist from Bastien, an
irresistibly charming incubus and her best immortal friend, but he's giving
Georgina some highly distracting come-hither vibes. Georgina is going to have to
work solo on this one-and fast, because soon, Doug's life won't be the only one on
the line. . . "Compulsively readable." -Rachel Caine "No other succubus will do!"
-Vicki Pettersson "A delicious treat for Georgina fans!" -Kat Richardson "If
damnation is this fun, sign me up!" -Lilith Saintcrow

Succubus in the City
New York Times bestselling author Richelle Mead takes readers back to the
Otherworld, an embattled realm mystically entwined with our world—and ruled by
one woman's dangerous choice. . . Eugenie Markham is a shaman for hire, paid to
bind and banish creatures from the Otherworld. But after her last battle, she's also
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become queen of the Thorn Land. It's hardly an envious life, not with her kingdom
in tatters, her love life in chaos, and Eugenie eager to avoid the prophecy about
her firstborn destroying mankind. And now young girls are disappearing from the
Otherworld, and no one—except Eugenie—seems willing to find out why. Eugenie
has spilled plenty of fey blood in her time, but this enemy is shrewd, subtle, and
nursing a very personal grudge. And the men in her life aren't making things any
easier. Her boyfriend Kiyo is preoccupied with his pregnant ex, and sexy fey king
Dorian always poses a dangerous distraction. With or without their help, Eugenie
must venture deep into the Otherworld and trust in an unpredictable power she
can barely control. Reluctant queen or not, Eugenie has sworn to do her
duty—even if it means facing the darkest—and deadliest—side of her nature. . .
Praise for Richelle Mead's Storm Born. . . "My kind of book—great characters, dark
worlds, and just the right touch of humor. A great read." —Patricia Briggs, New
York Times Bestselling Author

Flirt
" Sydney Sage is an Alchemist, one of a group of humans who dabble in magic and
serve to bridge the worlds of humans and vampires. Now in the aftermath of an
event that ripped their world apart, Sydney and Adrian struggle to pick up the
pieces and find their way back to each other. But first, they have to survive"-Page 12/32
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The Immortal Crown
The final installment in Richelle Mead's sweeping, enthralling Glittering Court
series answers the trilogy's biggest question: what is the secret that drives Tamsin
to win at all costs? Tamsin Wright is unstoppable. She must become the Glittering
Court's diamond: the girl with the highest test scores, the most glamorous
wardrobe, and the greatest opportunities to match with an elite suitor in the New
World. Training alongside other girls in the Glittering Court, Tamsin immerses
herself completely in lessons about etiquette, history, and music--everything a highsociety wife would need to know. Once she's married, she'll be able to afford a
better life for her family, so the sacrifice is worth it if she can be the best. When
her friendship with Mira and Adelaide, her roommates at the Glittering Court,
threatens her status as the top-ranked prospect, she does the only thing she
knows will keep her on track: she cuts them out of her life. But when her voyage
across the sea goes off course, Tamsin must use her unrelenting grit and
determination to survive the harsh winter far north of her intended destination in
hopes of making it back to the Glittering Court in time to secure a proposal--and a
comfortable future for her family. Experiencing new cultures and beliefs for the
first time, Tamsin realizes that her careful studies haven't prepared her for
everything, and with new alliances formed with roguish tradesman Jago Robinson
and good-natured minister Gideon Stewart, Tamsin's heart begins to be pulled in
different directions. But she can't let her brewing attraction get in the way of her
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ultimate goal: protecting the secret she holds closest to her heart, the one that
would unravel everything she's worked for if it's uncovered.

Vampire Academy
They Will Be Tested Their forbidden romance exposed, Sydney and Adrian find
themselves facing the wrath of both the Alchemists and the Moroi in this
electrifying conclusion to Richelle Mead's bestselling Bloodlines series. When the
life of someone they both love is put on the line, Sydney risks everything to hunt
down a deadly former nemesis. Meanwhile, she and Adrian become enmeshed in a
puzzle that could hold the key to a shocking secret about spirit magic, a secret that
could shake the entire Moroi world and alter their lives forever. Don't miss their
unforgettable final chapter . . .

Silver Shadows
Dante Valentine, Necromancer and bounty hunter, just wants to be left alone. But
the Devil has other ideas. The Prince wants Dante. And he wants her now. And
Dante and her lover, Japhrimel, have no choice but to answer the Prince's
summons. And to fulfill a seemingly simple task: become the Devil's Right Hand,
hunt down four demons that have escaped from Hell, and earn His gratitude. It's a
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shame that nothing is ever easy when it comes to the Devil. Because of course, he
doesn't tell Dante the whole truth: there is a rebellion brewing in Hell. And there is
a good chance that Lucifer is about to be pushed off the throne. But Dante is
getting really tired of being pushed around. And this time, she might be angry
enough to take on the Devil himself Dante Valentine Novels Working for the Devil
Dead Man Rising Devil's Right Hand Saint City Sinners To Hell and Back Dante
Valentine (omnibus) For more from Lilith Saintcrow, check out: Gallow and Ragged
Trailer Park Fae Bannon and Clare The Iron Wyrm Affair The Red Plague Affair The
Ripper Affair The Damnation Affair (e-only) Jill Kismet Novels Night Shift Hunter's
Prayer Redemption Alley Flesh Circus Heaven's Spite Angel Town Jill Kismet
(omnibus) A Romance of Arquitaine Novels The Hedgewitch Queen The Bandit King
Blood Call (coming August 2015)

Succubus
Anita Blake has been asked to raise the dead-but the results aren't going to make
everybody happy From the Paperback edition.

Souljacker
Rose loves Dimitri, Dimitri might love Tasha, and Mason would die to be with
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Rose… It’s winter break at St. Vladimir’s, but Rose is feeling anything but festive. A
massive Strigoi attack has put the school on high alert, and now the Academy’s
crawling with Guardians—including Rose’s hard-hitting mother, Janine Hathaway.
And if handto- hand combat with her mom wasn’t bad enough, Rose’s tutor Dimitri
has his eye on someone else, her friend Mason’s got a huge crush on her, and Rose
keeps getting stuck in Lissa’s head while she’s making out with her boyfriend,
Christian! The Strigoi are closing in, and the Academy’s not taking any risks. This
year, St. Vlad’s annual holiday ski trip is mandatory. But the glittering winter
landscape and the posh Idaho resort only create the illusion of safety. When three
friends run away in an offensive move against the deadly Strigoi, Rose must join
forces with Christian to rescue them. But heroism rarely comes without a price…

Ruby Circle
Retold in graphic novel format, guardian-in-training Rose faces everything from
misunderstandings between friends to fights among factions of Moroi during a
school skiing trip as reports of horrific Strigoi attacks raise tensions, ultimately
leading Rose and some of those closest to her into a battle that teaches her much
about life, death, and love.

Georgina
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Anna I was three weeks past my seventeenth birthday when I first saw him running
like a dog, as prospects do, during a family club function. I knew he was far older
than me since he'd served in the Army with my brother-in-law, Deck.He was
definitely too old for me in the eyes of everyone else.I knew the rules, and I'd be
breaking too many of them for this not to be trouble.He was a prospect, making
him off-limits.I wasn't even 18, making me off-limits.I was also a club princess,
daughter of the Vice President of the Aces High MC - Charleston Chapter. That,
more than anything else, made me off-limits.Still, I watched and waited for the
moment when I could make myself unforgettable to him, because my heart had no
limits, and it wanted Joker. Joker Prospecting for the MC was turning out to be a
tougher gig than I had originally imagined. I wasn't exactly known for taking blind
orders well, or taking shit from anyone in my life, so undergoing prospect hazing
was trying my last damn nerve. The never-ending line of patch-chasing females
was sure to make the discomfort worth my wait. Then again, I wasn't one to do
easy conquests either. The shy cutie who had been staring at me all night from the
corner seemed like just the challenge my worn down soul needed.She was a
challenge all right.Nearly cost me everything in the end.Now, I'm stuck with a liar,
an old lady, and one crazy-ass impending shotgun wedding. NOTE: This is book 3 in
a series of 5 that must be read in order. Book 1: The Other PrincessBook 2: A Love
So HardBook 3: The Other PrincessBook 4: The Killing Ride (Oct. 2019)Book 5: A
Twist of Fate (Dec. 2019)**TRIGGER WARNING**For sensitive readers - there is
cheating in this book. Yes, you will miss a lot of important information if you try to
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skip it and move on to book 4.

Liars, Inc.
Anika had been born into a supernatural family. She had grown up knowing one
day she’d be a fully matured succubus—a demon who literally sucked the life from
men—something she didn’t look forward to. And now the day had arrived and she
had to accept her destiny. Not only did she have to learn what was expected of
her, but she also had to join her family as part of The Siren—a paranormal law
enforcement agency. Her future had always been clearly defined until suddenly
she finds her life in disarray when she falls in love with a human, Zak. She
struggles to be with him, but her powers are deadly to even the one she loves.

Iron Crowned
Weather Warden Joanne Baldwin was supposed to be enjoying her honeymoon, not
running from a malevolent hurricane. Joined by an army of Wardens and Djinn on
board a hijacked luxury liner, Joanne has lured the storm into furious pursuit. Only
one problem: even their combined magic might not be enough to stop it.

Succubus On Top
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In Georgina Kincaid, succubus and she-demon, #1 New York Times bestselling
author Richelle Mead has created one of her most enticing characters. But with a
shot at love, and maybe even redemption, is the ultimate seductress finally going
soft? Like hell she is Georgina Kincaid has had an eternity to figure out the
opposite sex, but sometimes they still surprise her. Take Seth Mortensen. The man
has risked his soul to become Georgina’s boyfriend. Still, with Lucifer for a boss,
Georgina can’t just hang up her killer heels and settle down to domestic bliss. In
fact, she’s being forced to transfer operationsto Las Vegas. The City of Sin is a
dream gig for a succubus, but Georgina’s allies are suspicious. Why are the powersthat-be so eager to get her away from Seattle—and from Seth? Georgina is one of
Hell’s most valuable assets, but if there’s any way out of the succubus business
she plans to take it—no matter how much roadkill she leaves behind. She just
hopes the casualties won’t include the one man she’s risking everything for
Outstanding Praise for Richelle Mead “The obvious heir to the Twilight throne.”
—The Dailybeast.com “This is one of those series I’m going to keep following.”
—Jim Butcher on Succubus Blues

Gentlemen Prefer Succubi
Who Knew An Angel Could Get A Girl In So Much Devilish Trouble? Jackie Brighton
woke up in a Dumpster this morning, and her day has only gotten weirder. Her
familiar B-cups have somehow become double Ds, her sex drive is insatiable, and
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apparently she had her fi rst one-night stand everwith a fallen angel. All she
remembers is gorgeous Noah's oddly hypnotic blue eyesand then a dark stranger
whose bite transformed her into an immortal siren with a sexy Itch. With help from
Noah, Jackie begins to adapt to her new lifestyle -- until she accidentally sends
Noah into the deadly clutches of the vampire queen and lands herself in a fi erce
battle for an ancient halo with the queen's wickedly hot righthand man. Who just
happens to be the vampire who originally bit her. How's a girl supposed to save the
world when the enemy's so hard to resist?

My Fair Succubi
Richelle Mead celebrates 10 years of Vampire Academy with an exclusive, neverbefore-seen collection of stories that sheds new light on the world and its players:
The Turn and the Flame takes a deeper look into the dark stain on the Ozera
dynasty From the Journal of Vasilisa Dragomir unearths the princess’s private
thoughts from a transformative period of her life… The Meeting gives us a glimpse
of Rose Hathaway through Dimitri’s eyes Hello My Name Is Rose Hathaway tracks
the shenanigans that ensue when Rose and Dimitri become unlikely teammates in
a high-stakes scavenger hunt Lissa Dragomir is a Moroi princess: a mortal vampire
with a rare gift for harnessing the earth's magic. She must be protected at all times
from Strigoi; the fiercest vampires--the ones who never die. The powerful blend of
human and vampire blood that flows through Rose Hathaway, Lissa's best friend,
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makes her a Dhampir. Rose is dedicated to a dangerous life of protecting Lissa
from Strigoi, who are hell-bent on making Lissa one of them. After two years of
freedom, Rose and Lissa are caught and dragged back to St. Vladimir’s Academy,
where vampire royalty and their guardians-to-be prepare for a life fraught with
danger. Rose and Lissa must navigate their treacherous world and never once let
their guard down, lest the evil undead make Lissa one of them forever. But soon
Rose finds herself gripped by temptation of forbidden love, leaving Lissa exposed
to Strigoi attack. Now she must choose between the best friend she lives for, and
the man she can't live without….

Succubus Revealed
Previously published in Eternal Lover Seduction is Georgina Kincaid’s weapon—and
elixir—of choice. The Seattle-based shape-shifting succubus is used to getting what
she wants, when she wants. Until she falls for a mere mortal Georgina is finally,
irrevocably in love, and she doesn’t care who knows it. There’s just one problem. If
she and her boyfriend, Seth Mortensen, succumb to their all-consuming desire, the
consequences will be dire: Seth will be destroyed. Of course, no one cares about
their struggle to keep their hands to themselves, especially not Georgina’s
archdemon boss, who is sending her to L.A. to sit on a demon-run tribunal. An
immortal has been murdered—and the high court is determined to find the killer
and set an example Bribery, corruption, murder—the three demons on trial will
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stop at nothing to avoid a guilty verdict. But all the dark magic zipping through the
atmosphere must be going to Georgina’s head, because suddenly she suspects
that Seth is up to no good. Now she can’t help but wonder how far she’d be willing
to go to make sure she doesn’t lose the love of her immortal life Praise for Richelle
Mead “The obvious heir to the Twilight throne.”--The Daily Beast.com “This is one
of those series I’m going to keep following.”--Jim Butcher, New York Times
bestselling author “Mead cooks up an appetizing debut that blends romantic
suspense with a fresh twist on the paranormal, accented with eroticism.”--Booklist

Richelle Mead Dark Swan Bundle: Storm Born, Thorn Queen,
Iron Crowned & Shadow Heir
Georgina Kincaid has been a bad, bad succubus. . . . . .which should be a good
thing. But lately, thanks to her foul mood over breaking up with bestselling writer
Seth Mortensen, she's been so wicked that Seattle's über-demon Jerome, decides
to "outsource" Georgina to a rival--and have her spy for him in the process. Being
exiled to the frozen north--okay, Vancouver--and leaving Seth in the cozy clutches
of his new girlfriend is unpleasant enough. Then Jerome is kidnapped, and all
immortals under his control mysteriously lose their powers. One bright spot: with
her life-sucking ability gone, there's nothing to keep Georgina from getting down
and dirty with Seth--nothing apart from his girlfriend that is. Now, as the
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supernatural population starts turning on itself, a newly mortal Georgina must
rescue her boss and figure out who's been playing them--or all hell will break loose.
. . Praise for Richelle Mead and her Succubus series. . . "Richelle Mead delivers
sexy action and tongue-in-cheek hellish humor--if damnation is this fun, sign me
up!" --Lilith Saintcrow, author of The Devil's Right Hand "This is one of those series
I'm going to keep following." --Jim Butcher, New York Times bestselling author "The
mix of supernatural mystery, romance, and reluctant succubus is great fun."
--Locus "Mead cooks up an appetizing debut that blends romantic suspense with a
fresh twist on the paranormal, accented with eroticism." --Booklist

Midnight Jewel
A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER The Selection meets Reign in this dazzling
trilogy of interwoven novels about three girls on a quest for freedom and true love
from #1 internationally bestselling author Richelle Mead. "Brilliant and original,
Mead’s new series starts off with a bang and will leave readers on the edge of their
seats until the very end." —School Library Journal For a select group of girls, the
Glittering Court offers a shot at a life they’ve only ever dreamed of, one of luxury,
glamour, and leisure. To high-born Adelaide, whose wealthy family is forcing her
into a loveless marriage, the Glittering Court represents something else: the
chance to chart her own destiny, and adventure in an unspoiled, prosperous new
land across the sea. After a chance meeting with the dazzling Cedric Thorn,
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Adelaide poses as a servant to join the crop of impoverished girls he promises to
transform into proper ladies. But her familiarity with upper class life comes with a
price: she must hide her identity from her new friends, mysterious refugee Mira
and fiery former laundress Tamsin, and most importantly, from Cedric
himself—even though she’s falling in love with him. Everything begins to crumble
when Cedric discovers Adelaide’s ruse, and she catches the eye of a powerful
young governor, who wants her for a wife. She didn’t leave the gilded cage of her
old life behind just to become someone else's property. But nothing is as
daunting—or as wonderful—as the potent, forbidden attraction simmering between
Adelaide and Cedric. One that, if acted on, would make them both outcasts in a
wild, dangerous, uncharted world, and possibly lead them to their deaths.

Storm Born
Being a succubus sounds pretty glamorous. Shape-shifting, killer wardrobe, what's
not to like? But Georgina Kincaid's life gets complicated when an unknown entity
"helpfully" begins killing her immortal adversaries.

The Glittering Court
“Yasmine Galenorn is a powerhouse author; a master of the craft who is taking the
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industry by storm, and for good reason!” —Maggie Shayne, New York Times
bestselling author Lily O’Connell, a succubus, owns Lily Bound, an elite sex salon in
the Blood Night District of Seattle. When a client is murdered in her house, a patch
of skin missing from his chest, she knows there’s something evil afoot. Then comes
the news that the Souljacker—a tattoo-artist-turned-vampire—has escaped from an
institution for criminally deranged Supernaturals. And he’s hunting and killing
everyone he has ever inked. With one of the Souljacker’s tattoos on her thigh and
nowhere else to turn, Lily hires Archer Desmond, a chaos demon and PI, to help her
track down the vampire before he finds her and her friends. But Lily didn’t plan to
fall for Archer. And as the old tales say—a succubus who falls in love will destroy
the heart of the one she seeks to claim.

Shadow Heir
Shape-shifting succubus Georgina Kincaid, who gets her energy from seducing
men, is frustrated by her non-sexual relationship with best-selling author Seth
Mortensen and her attraction to Dante, a dream interpreter, while dealing with a
mysterious force that is draining her energy. Original.

Eternal Lover
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Georgina Kincaid has been a bad, bad succubuswhich should be a good thing. But
she's in a foul mood after breaking up with her boyfriend Seth and has been so
wicked that über-demon Jerome decides to 'outsource' Georgina to a rival - and
have her spy for him in the process. Then Jerome is kidnapped, and all immortals
under his control mysteriously lose their powers. With her life-sucking ability gone,
Georgina finds herself caught up in a sinister plot. Is she the only one who can stop
all Hell breaking loose?

Vampire Academy 10th Anniversary Edition
New York Times bestselling author Richelle Mead takes readers back to the
Otherworld, an embattled realm mystically entwined with our world--and ruled by
one woman's dangerous choice. . . Shaman-for-hire Eugenie Markham is the best
at banishing entities trespassing in the mortal realm. But as the Thorn Land's
queen, she's fast running out of ways to end the brutal war devastating her
kingdom. Her only hope: the Iron Crown, a legendary object even the most
powerful gentry fear. . . Who Eugenie can trust is the hardest part. Fairy king
Dorian has his own agenda for aiding her search. And Kiyo, her shape-shifter exboyfriend, has every reason to betray her along the way. To control the Crown's
ever-consuming powers, Eugenie will have to confront an unimaginable
temptation--one that will put her soul and the fate of two worlds in mortal peril. . .
Praise for Richelle Mead's Storm Born. . . "My kind of book--great characters, dark
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worlds, and just the right touch of humor. A great read." --Patricia Briggs, #1 New
York Times Bestselling Author

Wicked Enchantment
“Sleek sexy and fun.” –Susan Sizemore, author of Primal Desires AFTER THREE
THOUSAND YEARS OF ONE-NIGHT STANDS, A GIRL JUST WANTS A LITTLE MORE.
Working for Satan is a hot gig. The Devil really does wear Prada, and Lily can sport
all the dazzling fashion she desires, eat all the fabulous food she craves, and hang
for all eternity with her three demon girlfriends. But serving up bad boys to the
fiery pits of Hell is just getting . . . lonely. Lily gives the jerks, the creeps, and the
liars the best (and last) night of their lives, but she’s tired of waking up to a pile of
ashes. She wants a guy who will stick around. BUT A MYSTERIOUS MAN IS TURNING
UP THE HEAT. . . . Nathan Coleman is a devilishly handsome, laid-back P.I. who
wants to ask Lily a few questions about a missing man. But someone–or
something–wants Lily and her friends dead, and Nathan seems to know more than
he’ll admit to. Can a sweet-talking mortal and a girl from Hell find true love? From
the Paperback edition.

Frostbite
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A quartet of supernaturally seductive stories featuring vampires, succubi, demons,
and more—proving that when it comes to romance, passion is immortal . . . Ancient
desires and forbidden pleasures; unnatural hungers and irresistible attractions;
limitless lust and undying needs. Even creatures of the night and of the darkest
dreams can’t help but give in to the power of seduction. Enter a dark world of
paranormal pleasure with these four tantalizing tales . . . “The Yearning” by
Hannah Howell Alpin has spent centuries searching for something that will satisfy
his unquenchable lust—something more than mere physical pleasure. Then he
meets Sophie, whose own search for eternal love binds them together in a
shimmering sensuality too strong to be ignored . . . “Bitten” by Lynsay Sands The
life of a vampire is one of solitude, devoid of passion or companionship. Or so
Keeran thinks, until a chance encounter brings Emily into his afterlife—and sets his
soul aflame with an ardor unlike any he’s known in all his many years . . . “A Hell of
a Time” by Jackie Kessler Jesse has spent an eternity stealing the souls of men with
her power as a succubus. Now that she’s human—and free to satisfy her own
needs—she’s ready to see how powerful her non-magical powers of seduction are .
. . “City of Demons” by Richelle Mead After what feels like an eternity, Georgina
Kincaid has finally found the man of her dreams. But when she discovers that their
lust could be deadly, she’ll do whatever it takes to make sure she doesn’t lose him
...

Touch of Death
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Don’t miss the first in #1 New York Times bestselling author Richelle Mead’s Dark
Swan series—packed with action, expert world-building, and a love triangle you
won’t be able to stop talking about… Just typical. No love life to speak of for
months, then all at once, every horny creature in the Otherworld wants to get in
your pants. . . Eugenie Markham is a powerful shaman who does a brisk trade
banishing spirits and fey who cross into the mortal world. Mercenary, yes, but a
girl's got to eat. Her most recent case, however, is enough to ruin her appetite.
Hired to find a teenager who has been taken to the Otherworld, Eugenie comes
face to face with a startling prophecy—one that uncovers dark secrets about her
past and claims that Eugenie's first-born will threaten the future of the world as
she knows it. Now Eugenie is a hot target for every ambitious demon and
Otherworldy ne'er-do-well, and the ones who don't want to knock her up want her
dead. Eugenie handles a Glock as smoothly as she wields a wand, but she needs
some formidable allies for a job like this. She finds them in Dorian, a seductive fairy
king with a taste for bondage, and Kiyo, a gorgeous shape-shifter who redefines
animal attraction. But with enemies growing bolder and time running out, Eugenie
realizes that the greatest danger is yet to come, and it lies in the dark powers that
are stirring to life within her. . . Praise for Richelle Mead and Succubus Blues. . .
"This is one of those series I'm going to keep following." —Jim Butcher, New York
Times bestselling author "The mix of supernatural mystery, romance, and reluctant
succubus is great fun." —Locus "Exciting, witty, sexy, intriguing and had me
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captivated from the first page." —Cheyenne McCray "Storm Born is my kind of
book—great characters, dark worlds, and just the right touch of humor. A great
read." —Patricia Briggs

The Devil's Right Hand
Religious investigator Justin March and his soldier protector, Mae Koskinen,
accompany a delegation to a dangerous country under religious rule where Justin
discovers powerful forces at work and Mae searches for a hidden relative.

The Emerald Sea
From the author of the hugely popular Vampire Academy series comes this sexy,
suspenseful, and witty urban fantasy that features Seattle-based succubus
Georgina Kinkaid who discovers that her dreams are not what they seem.

Allies
The story that kicked off the international #1 bestselling Vampire Academy series
is NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE! St. Vladimir’s Academy isn’t just any boarding
school—it’s a hidden place where vampires are educated in the ways of magic and
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half-human teens train to protect them. Rose Hathaway is a Dhampir, a bodyguard
for her best friend Lissa, a Moroi Vampire Princess. They’ve been on the run, but
now they’re being dragged back to St. Vladimir’s—the very place where they’re
most in danger. . . . Rose and Lissa become enmeshed in forbidden romance, the
Academy’s ruthless social scene, and unspeakable nighttime rituals. But they must
be careful lest the Strigoi—the world’s fiercest and most dangerous
vampires—make Lissa one of them forever.
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